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Master's Degrees

years (33 graduate
credit hours)1.5M.Ed.

years (39 graduate
credit hours)2

M.A.

4Ph.D.

• Society for Research in Child Development 
• Cognitive Science Society 
• Association for Psychological Science 
• Cognitive Development Society

Conference Presentations at:

Doctor of Philosophy in Educational Psychology

Doctoral Degree

• Psychonomic Bulletin & Review 
• Learning and Instruction 
• Journal of Experimental Child Psychology 
• Child Development 
• Cognitive Science: A Multidisciplinary Journal

Journal Publications in:

• National Science Foundation

Grant from:

Recent ResearchDegrees

Students and faculty work together to produce and
disseminate rigorous research in academic journals
and at local, national, and international conferences.
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years (75 graduate
credit hours)

The M.A.'s thesis requirement  
is bene�cial for those interested
in becoming researchers

Student Satisfaction

Amanda Stipanovich, MED Student
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We engage and mentor students in learning the
skills needed to improve learning, enhance
educational practices, and guide policy.

42 EPSY Graduate Students

Spring 2017 Enrollment

Recent EPSY graduates are employed as...
Researchers 

 
Teachers 

 
University Instructors

 
Career Counselors

Employment of Our Grads

“The Educational Psychology program has been
great for furthering my teaching career and
professional development. I truly feel I have

learned the skills necessary for helping me to
become a better teacher. My professors have

been extremely supportive, and I would highly
recommend the program.”

“Our mentors in the education department
provided the students with a wide range of

expertise, but also facilitated learning
opportunities with faculty and student

collaborators in other departments on campus.
This cooperative spirit taught me many lessons

that I apply in the educational and research
settings that I work in today.”    

Research Associate, Fatigue Countermeasures
Group, NASA Ames Research Center

Dr. Patrick F. Cravalho, Ph.D. (2016)

please visit our website: www.kent.edu/ehhs/ldes/epsy

For more information on the Educational Psychology program...

or contact Dr. Brad Morris, bmorri20@kent.edu


